Oncolytic viruses can be found at the confluence of virology, genetic engineering and pharmacology where versatile platforms for molecularly targeted anticancer agents can be designed and optimised. Oncolytic viruses offer several important advantages over traditional approaches, including the following. (1) Amplification of the active agent (infectious virus particles) within the tumour. This avoids unnecessary exposure to normal tissues experienced during delivery of traditional stoichiometric chemotherapy and maximises the therapeutic index. (2) The active cell-killing mechanisms, often independent of programmed death mechanisms, should decrease the emergence of acquired drug resistance. (3) Lytic death of cancer cells provides a pro-inflammatory microenvironment and the potential for induction of an anticancer vaccine response. (4) Tumour-selective expression and secretion of encoded anticancer biologics, providing a new realm of potent and cost-effective-targeted therapeutics.
The current upsurge of interest in oncolytic viruses reflects the culmination of incremental scientific progress gained over several years that is now being translated into the first reproducible clinical successes (Russell et al, 2012; Chiocca and Rabkin, 2014) . There is also an increasing trend to demystifying oncolytic viruses and regarding them simply as a new type of drug, with appropriate consideration of their bioavailability and pharmacokinetics. Indeed, the first oncolytic virus was licensed by FDA in October 2015 to Amgen (Thousand Oaks, CA, USA) for the treatment of advanced melanoma. In this short review, we aim to highlight the main aspects of the field that have advanced in recent years with a view to explaining its current high profile, and we assess how oncolytic viruses may be best deployed in cancer treatment in the near future.
CANCER SELECTIVITY OF WILD-TYPE LYTIC VIRUSES
Many wild-type viruses show an intrinsic selectivity for replication within cancer cells. The first systematic studies of therapeutic potential of this approach were performed in the 1950s, involving administration of the West Nile virus Egypt 101 and wild-type adenovirus to patients with advanced disease, leading to encouraging anticancer effects (Kelly and Russell, 2007) . Other wild-type viruses that have shown clinical promise include Seneca Valley virus, Newcastle disease virus and reovirus, which are still under active development in a range of tumour types. The mechanism underlying the intrinsic cancer.selectivity of several wild-type viruses is a topic of intense discussion, and is likely to reflect the activated nature of tumour cells, providing a cellular pathology that is conducive to efficient virus replication. This is considered in greater detail below, where there appears to be considerable overlap between the hallmarks of cancer and the hallmarks of virus infection ( Figure 1 ).
RATIONAL DESIGN OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
Recombinant oncolytic viruses are normally designed to be inactive within non-transformed cells, but to respond to the tumour cell phenotype and achieve cancer-selective replication, cell lysis and spread of progeny virus to infect nearby cells. Advances in our understanding of both cancer cell biology and virology provide several strategies to achieve this. In perhaps the simplest approach, DNA-based oncolytic viruses that exploit cellular transcription machinery (notably, adenovirus and herpes virus) can be engineered to depend on tumour-associated transcription factors to promote virus replication, using tumour-associated promoters to regulate expression of essential viral genes. There are many example of this elegant approach using a range of cancer-selective promoters, for example, the use of human prostate-specific antigen promoter enhancer and rat probasin promoter to regulate an oncolytic adenovirus for treatment of prostate cancer (Small et al, 2006) or the telomerase promoter hTERT in controlling activity of a CD40 ligand-expressing oncolytic adenovirus (Pesonen et al, 2012 ).
An alternative rational design strategy for cancer.selectivity involves genetic removal of essential virus functions that can be trans-complemented by the acquired features of the tumour cell phenotype. In this approach, the genetically attenuated virus will be inactive within non-transformed cells and activated only when it infects tumour cells. This concept can be illustrated by considering similarities between the 'Hallmarks of cancer', elaborated so effectively by Hanahan and Weinberg (2011) to highlight the changes that occur to cells upon malignant transformation and what we might term the 'hallmarks of virus infection' -referring to the changes that occur following virus infection of a normal cell. Many of the 'hallmarks' are shared between the malignant phenotype and the phenotype of normal cells infected with virus, even though the reason for their existence is so different. The similarities between viral infection and malignant transformation provided the rationale, even 40 years ago, for the use of virus genes (e.g., SV40 Large T) to provide a model for the study of malignant transformation. The precise hallmarks of virus infection vary slightly between different virus types, and Figure 1 overviews some of the cellular hallmarks of adenovirus infection.
Interestingly, although none of the 'multicellular' cancer hallmarks are thought to be shared by adenovirus-infected cells (notably, metastasis and angiogenesis), virtually all of the hallmarks that relate to the individual cancer cell phenotype are mirrored in virus-infected cells. These include deregulation of metabolism, away from oxidative phosphorylation and towards a more glycolytic phenotype that produces nutrients for anabolism and synthesis of new cells and viruses. Similarly, adenovirusinfected cells activate cell cycle-associated enzymes and resist activation of p53-dependent apoptosis. All of these 'hallmarks of virus infection' have direct correlates in the tumour cell phenotype. By engineering viruses genetically to lack the ability to mediate any or all of these cellular changes, which are part of the normal viral infectious cycle, it is possible to create a virus that relies on phenotypic complementation by tumour cells and consequently shows cancer-selective replication.
The first agent to exploit this 'phenotype-complementation' principle was the adenovirus Onyx-015, which lacked the virus protein E1B55KDa. This deletion was intended to remove the ability of Onyx-015 to inactivate cellular p53, hence successful completion of the virus life cycle would be dependent on the presence of inactivated p53 in tumour cells. Onyx-015 was developed successfully in a series of phase I and II clinical trials in the United States (Kirn, 2001 ) and eventually formed the basis of the oncolytic adenovirus H101, which received a product licence ('Oncorine') in China. Subsequently, it emerged that the cancer selectivity resulting from deletion of E1B55KDa was more related to nuclear export of late virus mRNA, which occurred more efficiently in many cancer cells than in non-transformed cells (O'Shea et al, 2005) , nevertheless the principle of phenotypic complementation in tumour cells was maintained.
Exploiting cell cycle deregulation. Some oncolytic viruses have been engineered to depend on a deregulated cell cycle in tumour cells. These include adenoviruses containing mutant E1A protein that fails to bind retinoblastoma protein and liberate E2F. A related approach is employed by the conditionally replicating vaccinia virus Jx594 (also known as Pexa-Vec) that lacks its own thymidine kinase (TK) gene and is hence dependent on a high-thymidine nucleotide pool for successful replication (Liu et al, 2008) . This agent, engineered also to express granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), has been assessed in a range of early-phase clinical trials, where it showed good activity particularly following direct intratumoural injection (Heo et al, 2013) . Recently, the more virulent vaccinia strain Western Reserve, has been engineered for tumour selectivity by deleting both the TK and vaccinia growth factor genes (Zeh et al, 2015) .
Exploiting deregulated interferon defences. Many tumour cells have acquired deficiencies in interferon antiviral defences, most likely either to help evade immune surveillance or as a means to cope with accumulating genetic damage (Stojdl et al, 2000) . Cells with active ras mutations are reported to have particular deficiencies in RNA-dependent protein kinase (Farassati et al, 2001) , and evidence is emerging that other acquired mutations can inactivate a range of interferon-defence pathways. Notably a recent publication (Li et al, 2015) shows that tumour-associated PTEN deficiencies may underpin inactivation of several interferon defence pathways simultaneously, by preventing downstream activation and nuclear import of IRF3 (interferon regulatory factor 3). Loss of interferon defences is thought to form the basis for the cancer selectivity of wild-type reovirus (developed as Reolysin by Oncolytics Biotech Inc. (Calgary, AB, Canada)), which is unable to replicate successfully in cells with functional interferon systems. More complex viruses, with intrinsic interferon-defence strategies, have also been engineered for increased cancer selectivity by making them more vulnerable in interferoncompetent cells. These include adenoviruses deleted in VA genes and vaccinia deleted in B18R (Kirn et al, 2007) ; however, the interferon-vulnerable agent currently attracting most attention is the oncolytic herpes virus cancer vaccine, talimogene laherparepvec (T-Vec), which lacks the viral protein ICP34.5 to remove neurovirulence and make it susceptible to antiviral defences in non-transformed cells. Talimogene laherparepvec also contains several other engineered changes, for example, its ability to escape immune detection in normal cells is compromised, and it expresses GM-CSF locally within infected tumour cells for secretion into the tumour microenvironment (Senzer et al, 2009 ).
IDENTIFYING ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES BY BIOSELECTION
The complexity of the virus-cell interface and our current incomplete understanding of virus biology makes it impossible to predict the optimum design of oncolytic viruses. One interesting alternative approach is to step away from rational design in favour of a bioselection approach. Avoiding rational design means that the bioselected viruses may be complemented simultaneously by several of the 'hallmarks of cancer', including some hallmarks that may be currently unknown (Bauzon and Hermiston, 2012) . To achieve this, a large library of chimeric adenoviruses was generated, by growing several adenovirus types together under conditions designed to promote recombination. This library was incubated with different cancer cells, and the viruses capable of replicating and lysing cancer cells most quickly were collected from the cell supernatant. In this way, the library was repeatedly enriched until a small number of highly efficient viruses were obtained (Kuhn et al, 2008) . These most successful cancer-killing viruses were then screened on normal cells to identify preferred candidates for development. One particular agent, ColoAd1 (now known as 'Enadenotucirev' or 'EnAd') was bioselected for its ability to kill colorectal cancer cells. Enadenotucirev is chimeric between adenovirus types Ad11p and Ad3, and was fast tracked for development because of its impressive combination of potency and cancer cell selectivity. The virus is currently undergoing several early-phase clinical trials. Enadenotucirev is derived predominantly from Ad11p, although it has an E2B region that is chimeric between Ad3 and Ad11p, is missing several E3 genes and has a small deletion in E4 (Kuhn et al, 2008) . Although it is highly selective for carcinoma cells and fails to replicate in any normal cells, the precise mechanism(s) of EnAd's selectivity is still the subject of intense investigation. This exemplifies the power of bioselection, providing clinical candidates with the desired biological properties for translational development and simultaneously yielding new insights into virus biology.
CHALLENGES OF DELIVERING ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
Systemic delivery is a major goal in the field of oncolytic viruses, allowing the agent to access disseminated tumour deposits. However, despite the compelling simplicity of a self-amplifying molecularly targeted cytotoxic agent, their translational development has been difficult, with many early-clinical trials not living up to expectation. At least in part this reflects a lack of attention to the principles of clinical pharmacology in developing these nanoparticulate therapeutics. For example, oncolytic viruses have sometimes been administered intravenously (i.v.) to access disseminated cancer deposits; however, the attention has often focused predominantly on the mechanism of virus interaction with cancer cells rather than on features of the delivery process, including circulation kinetics, susceptibility to first pass hepatic clearance, and the difficulty for a virus to reach and infect extravascular tumour cells (Fisher, 2006) . Consequently, the pharmacodynamic observations of many early-i.v. trials of virotherapy have been limited to an acute inflammation presenting as transient flu-like symptoms associated with reversible elevation of cytokines, as the virus particles are rapidly sequestered and eliminated by the innate immune defences (Small et al, 2006) . Instability of therapeutic virus particles in the often hostile environment of the human blood stream has received relatively little attention. Even today many workers characterise the ability of viral therapeutics to function in dilutions of human serum, whereas if given i.v. in clinical studies, the agents will be required to survive in neat human blood. Similarly, little attention has been paid to the inactivating effects of complement, or the consequences of the ability of human erythrocytes to function as 'virus traps' by sequestering virus particles and targeting them for rapid elimination (Carlisle et al, 2009 ). All of these components combine to restrict i.v. delivery of therapeutic viruses, culminating in a number of unsuccessful clinical studies.
Recently, however, the physical properties of virus particles that are needed to allow systemic delivery have received greater consideration. Some viruses appear to infect cells bearing Fc receptors (such as circulating monocytes) more efficiently in the presence of anti-virus antibodies (Lyons et al, 2006; Ilett et al, 2014) , and there are encouraging signs emerging that some free viruses can target disseminated tumours following i.v. injection. For example, in our research group EnAd was prioritised for clinical development by i.v. delivery on the basis of its stability to whole human blood (Di et al, 2014) and the normally low level of pre-existing neutralising antibodies to type 11 adenovirus (Vogels et al, 2003) . This agent is now under development by PsiOxus Therapeutics Ltd (Milton Park, Oxfordshire, UK) in a range of early-phase clinical trials. The dosage and administration protocol were carefully optimised to achieve maximum circulation of infectious virus particles and i.v. kinetics showed evidence not only of good circulation but also time-dependent rises in some patients suggested significant virus replication . Primary and metastatic colorectal tumours resected at various times after i.v. delivery of virus showed extensive infection of tumour cells by the virus, evidenced using anti-hexon immunohistochemistry . This demonstrates not only that the EnAd can access many tumour cells from an i.v. delivery, but that it infects them and replicates successfully, expressing encoded proteins in situ.
MECHANISMS OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUS-MEDIATED CYTOTOXICITY AND IMMUNOGENICITY
Oncolytic viruses express highly evolved multifunctional proteins that attempt to take control of infected cancer cells and commandeer them as virus factories. Such viruses are therefore ideally placed to kill cancer cells actively, without reliance on cellular death pathways (Guo et al, 2014) . When under control of many types of oncolytic virus, the cell's resources are diverted away from cellular activities into a pseudo-activated state that supports production of multiple copies of the virus genome and capsids, leading to intracellular packaging of complete virus particles. Typically, the virus then coordinates cell death at the optimal time in the virus life cycle, leading to release of infectious virus particles.
For most oncolytic viruses it seems evident that successful release of cell-associated virus particles requires membrane lysis and release of cell contents. This is distinct from the neat death process mediated by conventional apoptosis, which if carried out successfully would presumably degrade all the intracellular virus particles alongside the cell's own genome. Accordingly, although some oncolytic viruses, particularly simple RNA viruses, do appear to activate cellular apoptosis pathways, others clearly mediate a more active death process, with mechanisms often described as necrosis, oncosis or inflammatory apoptosis (Baird et al, 2008; Whilding et al, 2013) . The ability of many viruses to mediate pathways of death that are at least partly independent of apoptosis provides the enticing possibility that virotherapy may be able to evade apoptosis-related pathways of acquired drug resistance.
Although oncolytic viruses may work effectively as single-agent treatments, they appear to show non-overlapping toxicities with many standard therapeutics and may well form important components of combination therapies. In addition, the abilities of some DNA viruses to inhibit cellular DNA repair pathways may allow them to function effectively as cancer-selective radiosensitisers. Accordingly, combination of oncolytic viruses with many other agents is currently being widely explored.
Whereas apoptosis is a non-inflammatory mechanism of cell death, it is widely accepted that lytic pathways of cell death are highly immunogenic (Guo et al, 2014) . Oncolytic viruses may therefore create a pro-inflammatory environment of dying cancer cells that may be exploited in creating anticancer immune responses (Lichty et al, 2014) . In recent years, the concept has attracted considerable scientific attention, with several oncolytic viruses being considered also as 'oncolytic vaccines'.
The first oncolytic vaccines are currently being developed for local delivery direct into individual tumour nodules, and they show good therapeutic activity. A recent study of T-Vec demonstrated statistically significant improved durable responses in patients with unresectable melanoma and a trend towards improved overall survival. As might be predicted, this oncolytic vaccine is particularly effective when combined with immune checkpoint inhibitors (Puzanov et al, 2014) . However, our increasing understanding of the nature of local immune suppression within tumour deposits raises the enticing question of whether this sort of cancer vaccine would work most effectively if it were administered i.v, allowing the virus to infect disseminated tumour deposits and mediate local immune stimulation to reverse local suppressive effects. This would be particularly exciting in the case of a virus that was capable of stimulating an anticancer immune response and simultaneously expressing encoded checkpoint inhibitors in tumour masses throughout the body (see below).
'ARMED' ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
Oncolytic virotherapy provides the possibility of direct cytotoxicity, due to viral lysis, coupled with potential stimulation of the immune system following creation of the pro-inflammatory cell lysis environment. However, a major additional feature of this technological approach is the possibility to encode anticancer biologics and express them selectively within cancer cells. If the agents are designed for secretion, or if they are functional when released by virus-mediated cell lysis, this provides an opportunity to modulate the tumour microenvironment and/or to mediate effects on other cells in the tumour microenvironment. Indeed, encoding therapeutic biologics within oncolytic viruses combines the very desirable properties of cancer-targeted expression with the ability to self-amplify in situ, achieving potentially very high and exquisitely selective expression of agents within tumour deposits, with minimal systemic effects.
There is an exciting array of possible therapeutic 'arming' approaches, including cytokines, chemokines, enzymes, imaging agents and antibodies (Bauzon and Hermiston, 2014;  Figure 2 ). At present, the possibility to arm oncolytic viruses to encode immune modulators is attracting most attention, with several oncolytic viruses designed to express and secrete GM-CSF in an attempt to improve local presentation of tumour antigens . However, the effects of GM-CSF are now known to vary depending on the local concentration, with some evidence of immune suppression at high concentrations (Clive et al, 2010) ; hence, GM-CSF may be not be the ideal arming agent. Accordingly, there is an exciting opportunity to express alternative immune modulatory agents such as checkpoint inhibitors, cytokines or coordinated combinations of biologics to modulate the tumour immune environment, maximising therapeutic outputs while simultaneously avoiding the systemic toxicities engendered when these agents are given i.v. as free proteins. Worldwide there are now many studies actively exploring these therapeutic strategies, as the concept of localised expression of potent biologics within tumours is very attractive and potentially game changing for clinical management of cancer.
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Cytokine, e.g., TNF Prodrug-activating enzyme, e.g., NTR Cancer cell Tagerted expression of biologics for localised treatment of systemic disease Figure 2 . Armed oncolytic viruses. Oncolytic viruses can be 'armed' to express therapeutic proteins within infected tumour cells, and secrete them into the tumour microenvironment. This can provide high-level tumour-selective expression of biologics, maximising local activity and minimising systemic toxicities. If the virus is suitable for systemic delivery, this provides the intriguing concept of localised therapy in disseminated tumours following intravenous delivery. AntiCTLA4 ¼ checkpoint inhibitor antibody; BiTE ¼ Bi-specific T-cell engager, for modulating activity and tropism of T cells; NIS ¼ sodium iodide symporter (for SPECT imaging of virus activity); NTR ¼ nitroreductase TNF ¼ tumour necrosis factor.
